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Recent Falmouth University graduate
looking to understand how the design
industry works. I have a driving
curiosity which captures me to become
very involved in many aspects of the
workplace, and will challenge myself
to find new skills. My research process
is very analytical which helps me
discover creative solutions and work
under pressure for tight deadlines. My
passion is editorial design, but I don’t
think I have even scratched the surface
of what the industry has to offer yet.

Falmouth
University

2016 - 2019
BA(Hons) Graphic Design

Cornwall
College

2012 - 2014
National Diploma Art & Design Level 3
• Graphic Design - Merit
• Design Communication - Merit
• Photography - Distinction
• Animation - Merit
• Fine Art - Distinction

Wiltshire
College

2011 - 2012
National Diploma Art & Design Level 3
• Graphic Design - Merit
• Photography - Merit

Skills
• Proficient in Adobe Creative Cloud
• Design for Pre-Press
• Organisation & Project Management
• Typography
• Photography
• Branding
• Search Engine Optimisation
Interests
• Science Communication
• Taxonomy
• Macro Photography
• Web and Print Design
• Aquascaping
• Ichthyology of Ancient Fish
• Writing
• Fishing
• Videography

CV

Experience
Penryn Press
Publishing

2018 - Present
Lead Designer

Cuddra Aquatics

Working alongside production
and marketing, I had to establish
a clear vision for the society’s
next publication; guiding the
design assistants to challenge
their areas of inexperience, to
showcase surprising new skills.

Oakwood
Agency

2018 (2 weeks)
Graphic Design Internship
To assist multiple teams with
research, conceptual and digital
design in a fast-paced environment.
We worked on long time case
studies such as Mattel, Universal
Studios and Warner Brothers;
alongside entirely new clients.

Life: Nature
Magazine

2017 - 2019
Layout Designer / Lead Designer
To understand the relationship
between type and image, and
design the spreads in a third of
each Life Magazine issue. From
the Spring 2018 issue, the rest of
the design team and I collaborated
to reformat the whole magazine;
until I stayed on as Lead Designer,
training the next design team.

REFERENCES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

2017 - Present
Photographer / Social
Media Manager
An importer of rare ornamental
fish with Japanese Koi ranging over
£5,000. The role is to present these
fish in their best light through
photography techniques to increase
sales and expand the retailer’s
client list throughout the UK.

Waggin’
Good Times

2017 - Present
Brand Advisor
The position involves directing the
Helston pet care service owners
on how to present themselves
professionally with clientele.

Studio Sixty6

2014 - 2015
Lead Designer
Studio Sixty6 is a radio show and
experimental project creating,
teaching and showcasing the world
of digital media for those aged 13 to
25. We create free content for young
people. My responsibilities included:
creating the visual identity and
managing designs for promotional
media such as their #LuvMonth
and #SuperFans campaigns.

STAK
Community
Kitchen

2013 - 2015
Art Teacher / Fundraiser
To provide art workshops for
vulnerable adults every week. They
would include papermaking, clay
modelling, drawing classes and
painting. The position expanded in to
joining the fundraising team for STAK
which led to designing event posters
and other advertising materials.

Authored Works (to be published)
The Snakehead Encyclopedia
• A collaborative book which
aims to dispel the fear and
misinformation surrounding the
notorious family of Snakehead fish.
• Disputes the EU’s ban
considerations for the entire Channa
genus throughout all Europe.
• Is a collection of data (species care/
climatology/breeding etc.)
otherwise unable to be accessed
through the internet.
The Bichir Bible
• The care guidelines of the
primitive Bichir fish.
• Celebrates them through
photography and layout design.

CV

The Snakehead Encyclopedia
Collaborating with ichthyologists, photographers and illustrators,
this encyclopedia aims to be authoritative in this topic, so
information in the book won’t feel trivial or subjective (this is
important for having Channidae taken seriously by risk assessors and
negligent hobbyists) The design utilises space and image to create
a pacing, so readers have a moment to reflect on the data.

PRINT

The Snakehead Encyclopedia
Initial design proposal, print version at 280
pages. Climatology data is still being collected, so
published copies released in the near future.

PRINT

Logos from left to right
AMPLE - House clearance and delivery company.
Lifestyle Dezine - Wellness centre based in California.
Planet Lifestyle: Ladies - Premium clothing branch.
Tank Terror Aquatics - Since an award winning specialist aquatic retailer.

BRAND MARK / IDENTITY

Planet Lifestyle: Ladies
Part of the High Street Identity to make the ladies’ branch of Planet
Lifestyle, compliment the town brand of St. Austell’s White River Place.

PRINT / IDENTITY

Logos from left to right
Fable - Rose scented perfume with a moral tale by Paco Rabanne.
Mr. Sweep - Traditional chimney sweep service.
Queenie’s Shoes - Affordable shoes with a taste of luxury.
Aquatic Answers - Pond cleaning and maintenance service.

BRAND MARK / IDENTITY

Queenie’s Shoes
Leaflet response to Queenie’s “shoe revolution”.
Queenie’s wanted a strong and identifiable brand, so the logo
was created with the intention to be used across different
platforms with more design function than just being a logo.

PRINT / IDENTITY

Life: Nature Magazine | MARINE & FRESHWATER
In 2017, myself and 2 other designers joined on-board the Life
Magazine team. The 3 of us together worked to create a format in
which the magazine was legible, consistent and always engaging.

PRINT

Life: Nature Magazine | RAINFORESTS
Each issue would introduce a bespoke new world map for
the regular “New in Science” spread, illustrating through
colour where each new discovery is native or applies to.

PRINT

Life: Nature Magazine | AFRICA
As each issue went by, we learned and improved upon the general
format . This issue took a focus on how type and image can relate to
eachother in playful ways. The article pictured here is one I wrote myself.

PRINT

Life: Nature Magazine | AFRICA
Every issue would have an interview with someone from the
relevant field. The design will always have a focus on their
responses and what they do, so in a quick glance you find
yourself reading without making a conscious decision to read.

PRINT

Life: Nature Magazine | SYMBIOSIS
Due to the niche topic, we had few photo submissions this issue, so
had to find playful ways to make this magazine as enjoyable as the
last. I tailored the magazine’s logo to fit the issue theme; whilst
still staying true to the identifiable logo of previous issues.

PRINT

Life: Nature Magazine | SYMBIOSIS
Introducing the New in Science spread as a removable A3 poster; giving
the magazine a new selling point and further collectable incentive.

PRINT

Typeface Animals
A 1 hour project in which I had to create 3 animals using type
only. The typeface I chose was “American Text” as it is a 19th century
inspired type with plenty of ornate edges; which was perfect for
creating the details of the hard carapace’s of the chosen animals.

TYPOGRAPHY

Cuddra Aquatics
Some of the photographs taken for the aquatic retailer’s
website and social media stocklist. The images were taken with
a macro/medium telephoto 100mm lens which can go down
to f/2.8; the low depth of field isolates the subject which we
found was an important factor in the increase of sales.

PHOTOGRAPHY

For Future Reference
A journal of dissertations written by Graphic Design students. Each
chapter in the journal is identified through colour, which gradually
changes into another, reflecting the student’s change in opinion.

PRINT

Stop Believing in Bullsh*t
Satire is increasingly one of the greatest ways to change a person’s mind,
and this A6 pocket publication pushes that to the limit by tackling some
of the most notorious myths and beliefs, using colourful language and
imagery. 1 typeface can have many different enunciations, I explore this
every way I can, to add further weight behind the copy. Each myth is
paired with a macro photograph which follows the concept of: “if you
look past your petty toxic beliefs, the world doesn’t seem so bad after all”.

PRINT / TYPOGRAPHY

R.J. Palacio’s Wonder | Book Cover
Created for the 2019 Student Design Award by Penguin Books.
The cover needed to have a point of difference from other books in
the same market. “You can’t blend in when you were born to stand out.”

PRINT

R.J. Palacio’s Wonder | Book Cover
When he was born, the protaganist’s (Auggie/August) mother,
despite his facial difference, noticed how beautiful and blue his eyes
were. Auggie would use space related memorabilia to hide himself;
wanting to find ways to make self acceptance inspiring, I created
the blue eye “Auggie Nebula”. The copy being dragged into the black
hole-like pupil, as that’s how Auggie currently views himself.

PRINT
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